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Abstract 
This paper investigates the issue of co-movement and interaction among the 
monetary, foreign exchange and stock markets by employing the data from 
China’s financial markets. Based on the ICA-EGARCH-M model, we explore 
the volatility spillover effects so as to illustrate the overall co-movements 
across financial markets. Furthermore, in order to observe the multi-market 
dynamic relationship variation process, we calculate the dynamic correlation 
coefficients with the AG-DCC-MGARCH model. Our findings provide both 
static and dynamic evidence on the co-movement and interaction effects of 
financial markets which may lead to the systemic financial risk. 
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1. Introduction 

A domino effect exists in the financial markets, which is a complex system of 
multiple levels with cross-impacts. The outbreak of financial crises not only 
makes a country suffer great losses, but also brings about significant side effects 
on global financial markets. Financial risks appear a strong contagion characte-
ristic, which may lead to systemic financial risk (Martínez-Jaramillo et al., 2010; 
De Bandt & Hartmann, 2000). However, without high correlation among finan-
cial markets and institutions, it is hard for a separate event to evolve into overall 
systemic risk in a short time (Patro et al., 2013). With the increase of financial 
innovation and economic globalization, the co-movement and interaction effects 
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of financial markets receive more and more attentions from the financial super-
visors and researchers.  

There are numbers of literatures that have discussed the co-movement and 
interaction effects among financial markets. These studies can be classified in-
to two aspects. On one hand, there are studies on the cross-border co-movement 
effect, especially across national stock markets. Aslanidis et al. (2009) investi-
gate co-movement between the US and UK stock returns by time-varying cor-
relations. Allen et al. (2013) examine the spillovers of stock markets from 
China to Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan and USA as their trading 
partners. Cipollini et al. (2015) make research on the short-run co-movements 
among the US and European countries before and after crises. On the other 
hand, based on the volatility spillover effect, many researchers have focused on 
the co-movement between two sub-markets or indicators. For example, Dean 
et al. (2010) focus on interaction between the equity and bond markets in 
Australia. Chkili & Nguyen (2014) employ the data from Brazil, Russia, India, 
China, South Africa and concentrate on the co-movement of exchange rates 
and stock market returns. Teterin et al. (2016) explore the relationship be-
tween oil prices and securities market. 

Generally speaking, by means of plenty methods, researchers have reached a 
consensus about co-movement effect of countries and financial factors. Howev-
er, little research investigates the interaction relationship among the main finan-
cial markets within a country. Therefore, from the perspective of wholeness and 
systematicness, this paper explores the co-movements and interactions across 
the main financial markets, such as the monetary, foreign exchange and stock 
markets, on the basis of the volatility spillover effect and dynamic correlation by 
using Chinese data. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the volatility 
spillover effect among the monetary, foreign exchange and stock markets based 
on the ICA-EGARCH-M model. Section 3 further makes research on the dy-
namic relationship variation process of financial markets with dynamic correla-
tion coefficients from the AG-DCC-MGARCH model. Section 4 concludes the 
paper. 

2. Volatility Spillover Effect 

The co-movement and interaction effects of financial markets can be investi-
gated by volatility spillover effect, which represents fluctuation transmitting 
from one financial market to the others. The previous research on the volatility 
spillover effect is usually carried out with the multivariate Generalized Auto Re-
gressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) model. In this paper, we em-
ploy the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) method to extract indepen-
dent components as exogenous variables in EGARCH-m volatility equation and 
investigate the volatility spillover effect based on the coefficients of independent 
components. The ICA method is a kind of signal separation technology and it 
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can overcome the problems of multicollinearity by generating independent 
components. 

2.1. ICA-EGARCH-M Model 

Suppose that there is a time series matrix U. If U = AS and matrix S is an inde-
pendent component matrix, we regard matrix A as a mix matrix of U. As shown 
in Equation (1), through the calculation of inverse matrix W of the mix matrix 
A, the independent component matrix S can be calculated. Any independent 
component si,t (i = 1, 2, …, m − 1) contains m − 1 yields’ fluctuations, and they 
are statistically independent from each other. εm−1,t represents residual error se-
quence. m is the amount of selected financial markets. 

1, 1,1 1, 1,2 2, 1, 1 1,

2, 2,1 1, 2,2 2, 2, 1 1,

1, 1,1 1, 1,2 2, 1, 1 1,

S WU
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In the following, substitute m − 1 independent components as exogenous va-
riables into the other yield’s conditional variance equation as Equation (2), and 
estimate the model parameters. 
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where εn,t−i is the residual error sequence of market n’s price variable in time t-i, 
σ2 is the variance of corresponding market n’s price variable. When n = 1, it 
represents the monetary market; When n = 2, it represents the foreign exchange 
market; When n = 3, it represents the stock market. c is the constant term, p, q is 
the ARCH and GARCH lag order in conditional variance equations, α and β are 
asymmetric coefficients of EGARCH model, sm−1,t is independent component, 
and λm−1 is the coefficient of corresponding independent component. m is the 
amount of selected financial markets. 

2.2. Data and Variable Test 

In this section, we introduce our data sources and carry out variable tests. This 
paper selects daily data of price variables of the monetary market, foreign ex-
change market and stock market respectively. They are the weighted average Inter- 
Bank Offer Rate (IBOR), USD-CNY exchange rate (USD-CNY) and Shanghai 
Composite Index (SHCI). These three variables represent the main financial 
markets since it is hardly to employ all the sub-markets’ price variables. The data 
sample is from January 1st 1997 to February 28th 2017. The data source is the 
Wind database. 

First, we calculate the log yields of IBOR, USD-CNY and SHCI respectively. 
Then we carry out plenty variable tests and make descriptive statistical analysis. 
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According to the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests, the three yield se-
quences are significantly smooth under 1% level of significance. At the same 
time, the three yield sequences have conditional heteroscedasticity by Q2(1) sta-
tistics, so that the data can be applied into the GARCH model. 

2.3. Parameter Estimation of ICA-EGARCH-M Model 

First of all, we obtain the residual error sequences by constructing three yield 
sequences’ mean equations respectively. The residual error sequences consist of 
the time series matrix U. Then, we employ the ICA method to generate inde-
pendent components. Using the Rapid Fixed Point Algorithm (FastICA), put 
forward by Hyvarinen (1999), to extract independent components from two re-
sidual error sequences, we obtain the inverse matrix W. According to the weights 
of residual error sequences in inverse matrixes, we regard the financial markets’ 
price variables corresponding to bigger weighted residual error sequences as the 
represented indicators of corresponding independent components. 

As shown in Table 1, in the conditional variance equation of IBOR, λ1 repre- 
sents the coefficient of independent component of SHCI, λ2 represents the coef-
ficient of independent component of USD-CNY. In the equation of USD-CNY, 
λ1 represents the coefficient of independent component of IBOR, λ2 represents the 
coefficient of independent component of SHCI. In the equation of SHCI, λ1 
represents the coefficient of independent component of USD-CNY, λ2 represents 
the coefficient of independent component of IBOR. 

The estimation results are listed in Table 2. If the coefficients of independent 
component are remarkable, we can deduct that the market represented by the 
independent component has the volatility spillover effect to the yield sequence’s 
corresponding market. 

 
Table 1. Independent component weights and represented markets. 

Conditional  
variance equation 

Independent  
component 

Corresponding  
coefficient 

Residual error sequences  
and corresponding weights 

Represented variables (markets) 

IBOR (n = 1) 

s1,t λ1 
USD-CNY ω1,1 8.2503 

SHCI (Stock market) 
SHCI ω1,2 −57.5260 

s2,t λ2 
USD-CNY ω2,1 755.6161 

USD-CNY (Foreign exchange market) 
SHCI ω2,2 3.0716 

USD-CNY (n = 2) 

s1,t λ1 
IBOR ω1,1 −11.1693 

IBOR (Monetary market) 
SHCI ω1,2 1.8892 

s2,t λ2 
IBOR ω2,1 0.7943 

SHCI (Stock market) 
SHCI ω2,2 57.5671 

SHCI (n = 3) 

s1,t λ1 
USD-CNY ω1,1 −754.9730 

USD-CNY (Foreign exchange market) 
IBOR ω1,2 −0.0175 

s2,t λ2 
USD-CNY ω2,1 −5.7614 

IBOR (Monetary market) 
IBOR ω2,2 11.1895 
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From the estimation results of Table 2, it is notable that the IBOR (monetary 
market), USD-CNY (foreign exchange market) and SHCI (stock market) have 
significant volatility spillover effects with each other. However, there is obvious 
difference in the volatility spillover effects’ significance levels. Specifically, both 
the IBOR (monetary market) and the USD-CNY (foreign exchange market) have 
negative volatility spillover effects on each other, under the significance level of 
1%. Moreover, the IBOR (monetary market) has negative volatility spillover ef-
fect on the SHCI (stock market) with significance at 1% level, while the SHCI 
(stock market) has negative volatility spillover effect on the IBOR (monetary 
market) with significance level of 10%. For comparison, the spillover effects be-
tween the stock and foreign exchange markets are insignificant. 

2.4. Multi-Market Co-Movements and Interactions 

From the above analysis, we can conclude that in addition to the effects between 
foreign exchange market and stock market, the other markets have significant bi-
directional volatility spillover effects. The difference in significant levels reflects 
asymmetric spillover characteristic. Therefore, we can synthesize the interaction 
effects among the three major financial sub-markets as shown in Figure 1.  

 
Table 2. Conditional variance equation estimation results. 

Parameters IBOR USD-CNY SHCI 

c −0.1508*** (0.0000) −11.1616*** (0.0000) −0.1846*** (0.0000) 

γ 0.9888*** (0.0000) −0.2426*** (0.0000) 0.4434*** (0.0000) 

α 0.1513*** (0.0000) 0.4003*** (0.0000) 0.0858*** (0.0000) 

β 0.1208*** (0.0000) −0.1071*** (0.0000) 0.0006 (0.9059) 

λ1 −0.0047* (0.0793) −0.1019*** (0.0000) 0.0052 (0.1181) 

λ2 −0.0625*** (0.0000) 0.0107 (0.3819) −0.0188*** (0.0000) 

log likelihood 4034.37 15150.23 7912.47 

AIC −2.8465 −10.7005 −5.5846 

Note: The superscripts ***, **, and * denote statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels respective-
ly. 

 

 
Figure 1. Interactions among financial markets. 
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In the reality, financial markets’ interaction and co-movement effects are ob-
vious. For example, if the central bank raises the benchmark interest rate, that 
would be a bad news towards national stock markets and the stock indices may 
drop straight after. This phenomenon is consistent with the result that the IBOR 
(monetary market) has negative volatility spillover effect on the SHCI (stock 
market) with significance level of 1%. Also, it can be explained by the theory of 
Gordon dividend growth model. In addition to this, usually when the interest 
rate is altered in the monetary market, the foreign exchange rate may also be af-
fected. This phenomenon is consistent with the result that IBOR (monetary 
market) has negative volatility spillover effect towards the USD-CNY (foreign 
exchange market) under the significance level of 1%. Similarly, the interest rate 
parity theory can interpret this realistic phenomena and empirical results.  

3. Dynamic Correlation 

The above research focuses on the co-movement and interaction effects across 
the monetary, foreign exchange and stock markets from the volatility spillover 
effect perspective. These volatility spillover effects are static examination 
without reflecting dynamic evolution process of relationship among financial 
markets. In the following section, we make further research on the dynamic 
correlation of the monetary, foreign exchange and stock markets by employing 
the Asymmetric Generalized Dynamic Conditional Correlation EGARCH (AG- 
DCC-EGARCH) model. 

3.1. AG-DCC-MGARCH model 

The AG-DCC-MGARCH model is proposed by Cappiello et al. (2006), who has 
considered the asymmetric shock on the correlation based on the DCC- 
MGARCH model. The model can be divided into two phases estimation: The 
first stage is the estimation of single variable respectively by using univariate 
GARCH; The second phase is the estimation of correlation and parameters of 
AG-DCC with the maximum likelihood method. We propose that there are m 
markets. The yields obey zero mean value and their covariance matrixes Ht obey 
conditional multivariate normal distribution. 

{ },,t t t t i tH D RD D diag h= =                   (3) 
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In Equations (3)-(5), Dt is the diagonal matrix of condition standard deviation 

,i th  from the univariate GRACH model, Rt is the time-varying correlation 
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matrix. Q* is the diagonal matrix of ,ii tq  from the matrix Q, A, B, G is the pa-
rameter matrix, εt is the standardized residuals, Q  is the unconditional correla-
tion coefficient matrix. I[⋅] is the indicative function, when εt < 0, I[⋅] equals 1. 
Otherwise it’s going to be 0. ◦ is the Hadamard Product, ,i tn  represents the ef-
fects of non-symmetrical shocks on conditional correlation. When [ ]0A G= = , 
the AG-DCC model equals Constant Conditional Correlation (CCC) model; 
when G = [0], ijA a a  = =    , ijB b b  = =    , the AG-DCC model equals 
DCC model. i, j represent different markets’ price variables. , 1, 2,3, ,i j m=  , I 
≠ j. Through the above steps, dynamic correlations of market i and market j are 
calculated as Equation (6). 

,
,

, ,

ij t
ij t

ii t jj t

q

q q
ρ =                         (6) 

3.2. Dynamic Correlation of Financial Markets 

Now we use the AG-DCC-MGARCH model to calculate the dynamic correlation 
coefficients of money market, foreign exchange market and stock market, and 
investigate the multi-market dynamic evolution process of relationship. The data 
of IBOR, USD-CNY and SHCI are substituted into AG-DCC-MGARCH model 
and we can obtain three dynamic correlation coefficients, as shown in Figure 2. 

The Figure 2 intuitively demonstrates the dynamic relation between financial 
markets. From the Figure 2(a), it is clearly that the dynamic correlation coeffi-
cient between SCHI (stock market) and USD-CNY (foreign exchange market) 
fluctuates around zero with mean value of 0.019 and standard variance of 0.116. 
In addition, from the Figure 2(b), the dynamic correlation coefficient between 
IBOR (monetary market) and USD-CNY (foreign exchange market) rises and 
falls under zero with mean value of −0.037 and standard variance of 0.101. 
Moreover, from the Figure 2(c), the dynamic correlation coefficient between 
SCHI (stock market) and IBOR (monetary market) waves around zero with 
mean value of −0.017 and standard variance of 0.114. These results’ plus-minus 
signs are consistent with the results in previous volatility spillover effects analy-
sis. 

From the above analysis, we can find out that the dynamic correlation coeffi-
cients of financial markets vary all the time along with the market operation and 
risk evolution. In other words, financial markets make up a complex and dy-
namic transforming network. The volatility spillover effects can explore the 
integral co-movement and interaction effects, while the dynamic correlation is 
able to directly reflect the dynamic evolution process of relationship among fi-
nancial markets. These two viewpoints are complementary and both approaches 
are of interest. 

4. Conclusion 

This paper makes research on the issue of co-movements and interactions across 
the China’s monetary, foreign exchange and stock markets. We utilize the  
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Notes: In Figure 2 the full line represents dynamic correlation coefficients and the dashed line represents the mean values. 

Figure 2. Dynamic correlations of financial markets. (a) Dynamic correlation between SCHI and USD-CNY; (b) Dynamic corre-
lation between IBOR and USD-CNY; (c) Dynamic correlation between SCHI and IBOR. 
 

ICA-EGARCH-M model for the volatility spillover effect analysis, as well as em-
ploying the AG-DCC-MGARCH model for dynamic correlation calculation. 
These two approaches are complementary since the volatility spillover effect fo-
cuses on the integral but static co-movement and interaction effects, while the 
dynamic correlation concentrates on the direct reflection of dynamic evolution 
process of relationship among financial markets. Our results certified the co- 
movement and interaction effects among the monetary, foreign exchange and 
stock markets from both static and dynamic point of views. 

The co-movement and interaction of financial markets are the basis and pre-
condition of financial risk contagion. Since risk contagion effect is the core of 
systemic risk, during crises period, the cross-market co-movement effect is en-
hanced and developed into risk contagion that may lead to systemic risk. In the 
process of financial market development, the government and financial regula-
tors need to equilibrate the relationship between market co-movement and risk 
contagion. On the one hand, it is necessary to avoid neglecting the prevention of 
risk contagion when promoting the market development and strengthening the 
linkage of financial markets. On the other hand, avoid artificially cutting off the 
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cross-market communication and exchanges for risk contagion prevention. 
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